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HEADTEACHER’S
WELCOME
Dear Parents/Carers
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the first of our new NSfG newsletters. Our last edition was in February
2020, just before the pandemic caused such disruption to our society, not least school life. Over the last two
years we had to cut back on so many of the rich experiences that were important to us, it is therefore all the
more special to be able to re-start the newsletter tradition, covering many of the opportunities that have
been able to return in recent months.
A key part of our school vision is working together with students and parents in a 3 way partnership. To help
achieve this we have worked hard to develop our use of social media so that parents feel involved in
day-to-day events at NSfG. However, we recognise that not all parents access our social media channels,
we therefore hope that restarting these newsletters will ensure all feel involved in life at NSfG.
On the subject of working together I would like to thank all parents for your support in the recent mobile
phone policy change. We have been extremely pleased with the response, students have adapted very well,
understanding the reasons and working with us. There have been very few occasions where we have had to
take action to uphold the policy. It is now a real pleasure to walk around at social times, seeing the students
engaging in conversation, attending clubs, playing cards or board games and making the most of the new
table tennis tables. I know that this change will have a positive impact on both relationship development and
mental health.
In light of this I would like to conclude my welcome by thanking our students for working so well with us
over this last year. As you will be aware we were inspected by Ofsted in March and the lead inspector was
highly impressed with our students, commenting that, “Behaviour and attitudes are very positive. Pupils are
polite, respectful, courteous and considerate.”
It is my daily experience that our students are very much with us on the journey, knowing that this is our
school together, with a common aim of ensuring that every individual is able to succeed in life. It is these
positive relationships that makes being Headteacher at NSfG such a privilege.
I hope that everyone has an enjoyable and relaxing summer break.
Chris Norwood
Headteacher

LAMBS AND DUCKS
AND RATS, OH MY!
2022 has been an extremely busy year on the farm! We have been fortunate to work with Harvel
House Farm again who have given us four lambs to rear until the autumn. After collecting them in
April, we began bottle feeding to give the students opportunity to learn how to prepare their meals.
Towards the end of May we weaned them onto solid food. They are growing steadily, healthily and
almost visibly by the day!
We have welcomed some new additions to our animal family. The introduction of baby guinea pigs,
Emma and Erica, provided comfort for our long-standing adult guinea pig Phoebe. Delilah and
Dorothy are our newest avian members, expanding our duck family. More recently we have gained
two fancy rats, that we have named May and Taylor. They are very friendly, curious and nibbly! We
plan to get them even more enrichment and toys for their enclosure as they are very active and love
to climb everywhere. May and Taylor are enjoying the cuddles from students and in particular the
farm supervisor.
At the beginning of June we hosted our annual Farm Day, a welcome return of the general public
to our farm to view and handle our animals. New for this event were the popular animal education
talks, organised and presented by the students and volunteers, to showcase the variety of species
and demonstrate how they are cared for. Visitors were busy exploring the wildlife through bug
hunting and pond dipping. A number of stalls were present including craft and cookie decorating, as
well as local businesses such as candle wax and sweet cones, however, it was clear that all the kids,
and many parents, enjoyed the ice cream van and bouncy castle! Competition was strong to guess
how many sweets in a jar – well done to Max for guessing the closest number. Also well done and
thank you to Mr Norwood for manning the welly-throwing stall and coconut shy which made a third
of our total donations!
Through the contribution of staff, students and the public we are able to grow our farm both from
animal husbandry and horticulture perspectives. Construction of our new outdoor mammal area
is underway making more room for quirky and diverse animals within the classroom. It’s been an
extremely productive year, and despite saying goodbye to some old friends, we as a team hope that
next year provides us with more opportunities for projects and activities.

FOLLOW US!
@northfleetcommunityfarm

DUKE OF EDINBURGH AWARD
This term saw the return of overnight camping expeditions as part of the Duke of Edinburgh programme. This year, we also celebrated our first Silver Duke of Edinburgh cohort, with students
camping and walking for 3 days.
The Bronze expedition was a great success with students navigating their way through 2 days of exploring and camping overnight at Hopehill. All students worked very well together and all enjoyed
the experience; staff were very proud of how well they completed the weekend.
Silver students had a really mixed bag for their expeditions, the first one being one of the coldest weekends of the year and lots of effort was made to keep students warm during the time they spent
in the countryside. When it came to their second expedition, we had the other end of the scale with one of the hottest weekends of the year to contend with. As with the Bronze group, students
took it all in their stride and even won a staff vs. students rounders game on one of the evenings!
Next year there is a huge development of the programme, as Duke of Edinburgh will be delivered to all Year 9 students as part of their curriculum. This is a very exciting opportunity to enrich their
studies and more information will follow in September. We will also be offering Year 10 students the opportunity to complete the Silver Duke of Edinburgh Award, with information released early
September. Please note that if your child has not completed their Bronze award they are still able to start the Silver as part of their DofE journey.

CLUBS
Since coming out of bubbles in September 2021, we have managed to get back to normal
with our excellent club offer. Offering a wide range of clubs to students to develop their
talents and skills has been a key element of how we care for the whole person at NSfG and
we have been excited to get up and running again.
Clubs such as Farm, Baking and Trampolining have continued to be some of our most
popular and contribute to the wellbeing of pupils, allowing them some much needed ‘me’
time. It is exciting to be able to run our fantastic offer of Performing Arts and Media clubs,
including Cheerleading, Drama and Dance – the later two allowing us to get back to running
productions! Film Club has been incredibly successful and it has been amazing to see some
of the work the Year 7 students have been creating, and how much fun they have been
having.
Although many of our clubs are targeted at students with particular skills, we also think it is
important to run clubs that provide much needed social activities after a couple of years of
lockdowns. Board games, Dungeons and Dragons, Craft and Cosplay clubs have been able
to provide these valuable opportunities for students to meet up and share common
interests.
This year we have trialled our club passport system which has allowed us to encourage
students to attend a range of clubs over the year, and award those that attend the most.
We expect all students to attend clubs and contribute to the wider life of the school. As
always if students would like to run a club, or develop a particular skill they can speak to
Mrs Broadley to get the ball rolling.
Look out for our plan of clubs running across the academic year in September!

TRIPS

This year has been a fantastic year for trips as we have caught up with those
postponed due to Covid, and continued to develop a programme that enables our
students to reach beyond the curriculum and live up to our commitment to
‘Enjoy the Journey’.

ICELAND

As always, a highlight of our trip calendar is the whole school trips at Christmas and in the Summer.
This is no mean feat with our rapidly growing school nearing 1200 students, however we managed
to get the majority of students out to either Harry Potter Studio Tours, Winter Wonderland,
Colchester Zoo, Greenwich ice rink, Thorpe Park or Southend. A big thank you needs to go to the
staff that support these trips as they often run outside of school time; we would not be able to offer
these without their commitment and willingness to go the extra mile to support our students.
As we continue to encourage our students to ‘Dream Big and Achieve’ we have run a number of
university visits across the year including Goldsmiths, University of Kent, Canterbury Christchurch
University, the London School of Economics, Queen Marys’ University of London, Oxford
University and Cambridge University. Some of these trips were a general introduction to university
life such as Canterbury Christchurch and LSE, whilst others were focused on specific degrees and
careers. At the University of Kent, Year 11 students got to experience a Law day and Year 8 and 9
students found out about the benefits of studying a language. At Goldsmiths, Year 9 students learnt
about Anthropology and at a joint event hosted by Canterbury Christchurch students widened their
knowledge out about careers in medicine and got to try out surgical skills labs.
Subjects leaders have developed their curriculums over the last year to increase the cultural
opportunities in line with the work in class, stretching beyond the curriculum. Students have been
able to visit theatres, enjoy the pantomime, a range of museums and taken part in competitions
at National levels and visited Iceland. They even had the opportunity to stay overnight on a WW2
battleship!

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY

We are always looking at ways to build on the opportunities we offer students and next year looks
even better with more trips abroad becoming possible again. Trips will be advertised at the start of
the year so please keep an eye on social media and school gateway.

“The very exciting trip to Oxford University was a great insight into how the
colleges of Oxford all function around each other. The presentations and
tours were interesting and our instructor was positive and always willing to
answer our questions. I am now aware of the requirements needed to enter
Oxford University and the special facilities and support it offers for its
students. I will definitely consider applying to Oxford University in the
future.” - Student comment

UNIVERSITY

OF KENT

DREAM BIG
At NSfG we are fully committed to encouraging our students to “Dream Big and
Achieve”. This is implemented through our Dream Big Curriculum which covers
development of the Dream Big Attributes, raising aspirations, our careers
programme and widening horizons through trips and clubs.
Perhaps the most visible way Dream Big is seen is through our drop-down days where we take all
students off timetable and focus on whole person development. Although the Dream Big days focus
on particular attributes i.e. creative thinking or team worker, as we have reviewed and improved
our programme we have tried to ensure activities are more targeted to meet the needs of different
individuals.
This has allowed us to run sessions on developing oracy with the Fast Track group in Year 7, run
workshops focussed on tackling perfectionism for students in Year 8, developing confidence in the
classroom for students with additional needs and run trips to Russell Group universities for Year 11
students.
We have also run a number of events this year that have informed students on particular career
pathways such us our Masterclass sessions with Year 9 in the Autumn, a Law day with the
University of Kent in February, a Criminology Careers event with the Sixth Form in February,
Careers insights with Year 7 in March, Creative industries workshops in March and a STEM
challenge day with Year 7 in June.
Our focus on developing the Dream Big Attributes has also led to lots of fun challenges such as
surviving the Crystal Maze, Dragon’s Den workshops on redeveloping Gravesend town centre and
learning to play chess.
Outside of the drop-down days, we have continued to inspire students with visits from the CEO of
the RSPCA, running the Brilliant Club with Years 9 and 10 and hosting our re-started Careers Fair in
January.
To show the wider community some of the things we have been up to, and to help parents support
their children to make informed choices about careers and next steps, we have set up our Dream
Big Blog. Please check it out at https://nsfgcareersboard.online/public/
We are always looking to expand our contacts and offer students a range of encounters and
opportunities, please feel free to get in touch if you, or you employer would like to get involved and
improve the lives of young people in Northfleet. For more information please email:
careers@nsfg.org.uk.

BRILLIANT CLUB

This spring we were incredibly excited to get involved with The Brilliant Club. This is an
organisation that works with schools and universities to encourage more young people to
consider applying to university.
Students are matched with a PhD student who works with the group to share their research
before setting students the task of completing their own research and writing an
assignment. This process mimics university as the students have a launch event, a series of
lectures and then tutorials to improve their work. The work students undertake is pitched
at a key stage above where they are currently working, the Year 9 and 10 students on the
project both produced work at an A Level standard.
After submitting their work, students were given a grade that reflects how they would be
graded at university and then were invited to a graduation event at Cambridge University
this month. This was an amazing opportunity as students met with the outreach officer at
Selwyn College who explained the application process and what makes Cambridge such a
sought after university.
The students learnt so much throughout this process and the work they produced at the
end was outstanding. It was amazing to see the students working together and overcoming
challenges to keep themselves motivated and complete the project.
The students have really valued the project and the skills they developed epitomised the
Dream Big Attributes; we hope to run more cohorts next year.
“I really enjoyed going to Cambridge University, it was an insight for the future and inspiring for
us to achieve the high grades and have motivation to be able to go to these places. We learnt so
many skills throughout this such as time management, perseverance and independence. I learnt
to be resilient through my assignment, and that the effort pays off. Thank you for the
opportunity I’m so grateful.”
“For me, the Brilliant Club was a life changing experience full of a lot of challenges but also many
opportunities. My favourite part was learning something new and getting to know a little about
university studies so I can prepare for it in the future. I’ve always wanted to go to university and
this experience has made me completely sure that I can learn to manage university life in the
future.”

A LOOK AT...

IRIS COLLEGE
In each newsletter, we will be taking a closer look at a College. This time is the turn
of Iris.
It has been a busy year for Communication and Culture (MFL, English and History). We have had our
first IB Results for English Literature and Language and History with some excellent grades achieved
by our students, well done! We look forward to the A Level and GCSE results in August!
Next year will see our largest cohort of MFL students taking a language at GCSE. The Ofsted visit
resulted in a ‘Deep Dive’ Inspection for all three Communication and Culture subjects. We were
very happy to read the final report and some of the key comments about the teaching and learning:
‘Teachers are enthusiastic and their subject knowledge is strong…Teachers make frequent checks on
learning to help identify what pupils know, and where they require further support...pupils are challenged
in the classroom.’ - Ofsted 2022.
A big thank you for all the effort and the hard work that the C&C teachers have put in across the
year.
Christmas saw the return of the paper chain competition after a couple of years’ sabbatical, the
whole of C&C was draped in paper chains and every base group claiming victory. Iris showed
fantastic effort in raising donations for the local foodbank, as well as donating to charities
supporting the Ukraine relief effort.
It has been great to see so many Iris students involved in leadership and ambassador roles across
the school.
We hit the 60s hard for Sports Day, with a medley of grooves and twists! A fantastic team effort
across all year groups battling the obstacle course resulted in Iris being crowned the overall Sports
Day Winners! We wait with crossed fingers for the final results of the College Cup...!
A huge well done and thank you to all the students across Iris and their base leaders for cultivating
a fantastic spirit and engagement across the College.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
The English department has had another busy and successful year. Our examination year groups
(Year 10 – 13) have worked hard all year towards their final exams. Our Year 13 IB Language and
Literature students were rewarded by achieving excellent results in July. Our other examination
groups will find out their results in August and we hope that they too will be rewarded for their
efforts.
Further down in the school students have studied a variety of topics, including Shakespeare, poetry
and a wide variety of modern novels, including ‘Noughts and Crosses’ and ‘Private Peaceful’. Students
have had the opportunity to go on trips (the immersive production of ‘The Great Gatsby’ was
enjoyed by all those who attended). There are further trips to look forward to, we will be taking
students to watch ‘An Inspector Calls’ in Bromley and inviting theatre companies into perform
‘Romeo and Juliet’ and ‘A Christmas Carol’ for our GCSE groups.

We have also been able to welcome and give English taster sessions to some of our new Year 7
students who are starting in September.
Moving forwards, the English team will again be offering a wide variety of clubs and intervention
sessions next year to help support students across the year groups to achieve their full potential.
HISTORY DEPARTMENT
KS3 (Years 7 to 8) have immersed themselves in the history of Britain starting from the Medieval
Period up to the Modern. Year 7 students have created doom paintings to showcase the Catholic
beliefs of the afterlife, visited Dover Castle to explore the impact of the Norman Conquest and even
recorded news reports detailing the causes of the English Civil War. Alongside this, year 8 students
have explored the changing world of the 20th Century, covering the Votes for Women campaign,
debating the causes of both world wars and also gaining a deeper understanding of The Holocaust
and it’s everlasting impact.
For our KS4 and KS5 cohort there have been a host of new and exciting topics for them to study,
ranging from Weimar and Nazi Germany (1918-39), Crime and Punishment (c.1000-present) and
authoritarian states of the 20th Century such as Stalin, Castro, etc. Throughout the year students
have had the opportunity to further their understanding through trips, such as the overnight stay on
the HMS Cavalier, a visit to the National Maritime Museum, university trips, etc.
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Term 6 has been great (and busy) for the MFL department. We have organized the traditional
French Breakfast to commemorate the Bastille Day; the Year 7 students participated
enthusiastically decorating the breakfast tables and dressing up as “françaises”.
We also had the opportunity to give tasting lessons to our future Years 7, and a future Year 12 that
are willing to take Spanish as an A Level.
Our Language Ambassadors in collaboration with One School Ambassadors have been organizing
the Cultural Day on Monday 18 July to celebrate the diversity in NSfG.
Our Year 8s have been researching about Francophone and Spanish Speaking countries which
students have found very interesting to learn about different cultures. Our Year 9s have been
learning about the Seventeen Development Goals of the United Nations in French or Spanish.
Finally but not least, our Year 10 have successfully completed a mock of their GCSE.

LITERACY TIPS FOR THE SUMMER
HEAD TO YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY

Visit your local library because there is so much going on and the enthusiasm of the librarians is infectious!

SHOW YOUR CHILD THAT READING IS IMPORTANT TO YOU
Model, model, model. It cannot be emphasised enough that children who observe their parents reading
become readers themselves. Make sure there are plenty of reading materials scattered throughout the house
— not just novels, but magazines and newspapers as well.

TAKE READING ON THE ROAD
When preparing for family road trips, stock up on audio books from your library; there are also a lot of free
audiobooks online. Let your children choose some stories to listen to in the car.

READ THE SAME BOOK AS YOUR CHILD AND DISCUSS IT
This is the way to develop habits of the mind and build capacity for thought and insight.

ENCOURAGE CHILDREN TO KEEP A SUMMER SCRAPBOOK
Tape in souvenirs of your family’s summer activities picture postcards, ticket stubs, photos. Have your
children write the captions and read them and read them aloud as you look at the book together.

SET TIME TO READ
Set aside 20 minutes each day for reading time. It can be a chapter book or a comic.

MAKE READING COMFORTABLE

Make a reading nook or den where your child can snuggle up with some cushions.

WHEN READING, ASK YOUR CHILD LOTS OF QUESTIONS

Reading lots of different books aloud helps children build phonic skills and read fluently. But, talking about
books, answering questions, and re-telling stories helps a child develop their ability to understand language.

NEW STUDENT
INDUCTIONS
YEAR 7 INDUCTION
Over 200 pupils joined the Year 7 induction this term, experiencing lessons in core and creative
subjects.
Students completed a treasure hunt with a current NSFG student which helped them navigate their
way around the school, as well as visit the farm, the Power Hour fitness suite and the Victoria
Library; facilities that we are particularly proud of. At the end of the two-day induction, students
left wearing big smiles and having made friends with people who will be in their base groups in
September. We cannot wait to welcome you all in September.
SIXTH FORM INDUCTION
We had an action-packed induction that was attended by 120 prospective students, many were
from NSfG as well as many looking to join us from different secondary schools.
Students had the opportunity to experience the subjects they have opted to study in Sixth Form.
The final session concluded with closing speeches from ex students Georgia Erangey (Newly
Qualified Primary School Teacher), Michael Neligan (Trainee Prison Officer) and Hayley Limpkin
(Founder of our Be Training Programme). We very much look forward to welcoming our new Year 12
students on Monday 5 September.

MOBILE PHONE POLICY
We would like to thank all students for working with us on the recent mobile phone
change. It is great to see so many of you engaging with the new opportunities at
break and lunch times!

YEAR 12
WORK EXPERIENCE
Year 12 students had the opportunity to take part in a weeks work experience at
the beginning of July. This proved to be an invaluable opportunity to develop skills,
explore different sectors and meet new people!
Sharon spent a week at Derwent London a property investment business.
“My time at Derwent London was well spent. Although I found asking questions difficult in my first week, I
was nervous as I didn’t know if the questions would come across as inappropriate or irrelevant. However,
I realised that I was there for that specific reason, to learn about things I wasn’t sure about so the week
after was filled with a lot of conversations
There were site tours during those two weeks that were all over London, one of my favourite buildings
was Brunel. I don’t like football, but I was happy to see that Premier League had an office in there, the
front doors are invisible in a way but slide wide open and the roof top has an amazing view of Paddington
Station and the railway tracks. My second favourite was White Collar Factory, there’s a whole racetrack
on the roof top!
Overall, I had a great time and at the end of the 2 weeks, there was a presentation I had to do, I saw it
as an opportunity to express myself and my interests. It’s a great feeling talking about something you’re
passionate about in front of someone who cares to listen.”
Sharon also completed virtual work experience with the Academy of Real Assets. The academy
launched a competition to write an essay about sustainability, of which Sharon was one of the
winners. She attended an awards day on Friday 15 July at Schroders in London.
At the ceremony Sharon gave a speech about her experience of writing the essay, as a result she
was given many business cards by the investors and asset managers present – who asked her to add
them on LinkedIn!
Sharon’s essay can be read here: https://issuu.com/acadrealassets/docs/thetownofthefuture_digitalwithcover

Connor was lucky enough to get the opportunity to visit Landmark Chambers.
“My work experience at Landmark Chambers made me realise how interesting and varied being a barrister
can be. For example, I spent my time during the week writing a skeleton argument, analysing past cases,
and observing in court - both the Royal Court of Justice for civil and the Old Bailey for criminal cases. I
especially enjoyed an advocacy activity we did which is what the skeleton arguments were for - we had to
prepare our argument about a specific legal topic and present it to a barrister. Currently, I study Sociology,
Psychology, Criminology and Law with plans to undertake an EPQ next year, and I feel as though each
subject has been encompassed during my week at the chambers. My week was very eye-opening and has
inspired me to pursue a career in law - and undertaking a law degree after Sixth Form.”

AWARDS AFTERNOON
On Friday 15 July, we welcomed students from Years 7 to 10 and their parents to a
celebration afternoon tea.
This event was held to acknowledge the amazing hard work and dedication of 106 students,
recognising various attributes and the students’ commitment to NSfG values.
We look forward to celebrating the exam success of Years 11 and 13 at our next Awards Evening on
Thursday 8 September.

DREAM BIG AWARD
KS3 WINNER Kimberley K

KS4 WINNER Ashpreet K

NSFG VALUES AWARD
Y7 WINNER

Kezia G

Y8 WINNER

Mia S

Y9 WINNER

Remae T

Y10 WINNER

Tamara S

HEADTEACHER AWARD
KS3 WINNER Ella-Mae M

KS4 WINNER Connie W

UNIFORM
DONATIONS
As part of our Northfleet Angels initiative, we are
looking for donations of good-quality uniform items
to stock our very own second-hand uniform shop.
The donated uniform will be available to students at lower prices and any profits
raised will go back into the initiative to facilitate the cleaning and preparation of
items.
We are able to take donations on GCSE results day, at the start of Term 1 and on a
Thursday during Base Time. We will also accept donations via Main Reception.
Once stock is at a reasonable level, we hope to have the shop open and available
for students at key points across the year. The uniform shop will be run by the
students at NSFG and we are currently in our the pilot stages of this project.
We are really aware of the cost of living crisis and hope that by getting this set up
we can provide some support.
Items you could donate, in good-quality condition include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blazers
Ties
Shirts
Skirts
PE Kit
Shoes and trainers
Bags

We are also looking for items such as:
• Stationary items including items such as calculators and maths sets
• Books including revision guides
We thank you for your support and donations.

Have a great summer!

Northfleet School for Girls
Hall Road, Northfleet, Kent DA11 8AQ
T: 01474 831020 E: info@nsfg.org.uk
www.nsfg.org.uk

NorthfleetGirls
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